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Some time not too long ago in a fictional dimension of „Office 
Party“…

Office Party
Commissioned Story

Assistant Lab Rat III
Operation Beach Bunny

Previously on „Assistant Lab Rat“ we‘ve seen Doctor
Alcone and her daughter Julie perfect the Bust
Enhancer for their Master James. Both women were
working under the Control Tiaras‘ power, enabling
James to control them via thinking.

In the meantime Doctor Alcone and her AI have
perfected a microchip that, once implanted, can
replace those Tiaras, ensuring a much less obvious
piece to control Jame‘s slaves. Stacey and Julie are
now injected with such a chip each and therefore no
longer need to wear the Tiara‘s to stay under control.

Armed with more Tiaras, Chips, and of course „The
Bust Enhancer“ James and his two slavegirls have
made their way to the beach for some field testing
and, of course, to acquire some new busty slaves for
James☺.



You go the
Bust Enhancer, 

Master?

Control Tiaras… check.
MC Chips… check

Skimpy Bikinis… check.

A splendid 
name, Master!

Is everything
prepared?

I‘m calling this
Operation 

Beach Bunny.



Ah… Hah!
There it is!
All good!

Yes err… damn
it! Where did I 

put it…

The Bust
Enhancer!



Go, my
minions! Bring 
me one busty

lady each!

Now let
Operation 

Beach Bunny 
commence.

Yes, 
Master!
Yes, 

Master!



Err! No!
I really don‘t

need to…

This really is not 
appropriate!

And so 
jiggly!

Man!
Yours are
still bigger
than mine.

Hey! Julie!
What… 

What are
you doing!?



And what
did you put
on my head?

What was 
that all 
about?!

Master.
Please 

activate Unit 
04 now.

This 
unit will 

obey.



Hm…
That one
should do 
the trick!



Unit 05, follow 
me. I‘ll bring you

before our 
Master.

Affirmative.
This unit will 
follow you to

Master.



Having found one busty contender for their master’s harem tacey and July salute their Master and prepare for all the girls to be transformed.



While Barbara’s breasts expand to
ridiculous proportions Irene’s
Areola is turned super dark. Also,
both girls end up with a thick
bush! And once they take off the
Control Tiaras, the girls are
everything but amused with those
changes!



Stacey and Julie get some
changes in the breast and pubic
department as well but accept
their changes with a stoic salute
thanks to their previous
programming.



Finally, it is time for Operation
Beach Bunny – Phase 2. Which is
basically about busty girls
obliviously bouncing their boobies
around the beach!



In the end, the girls reach the water
without too much of a commotion
and enjoy some fun time in the sea…

This is
nice!

Very 
refreshing!



But what will happen once James turns off the
obliviousness in their programming? All for
scientific reasons, of course ^^.







While the girls do reach their clothes… with their now clumsy nature,
they just end up giving everybody around even more of a show!





End of Teaser

Will Dylan yield to his uncle’s demand for a
parley or will Charlotte set him back on the
right/wrong path again?

The full comic is 130 comic pages long and
includes 12 high-definition pinups. There are
two long Breast Expansion/Transformation
sequences included in this comic. It’s for
adults only and available on my Patreon Site,
in my Gumroad-Shop or in my FANBOX:
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